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Grand Inquiry In the
Ports of Vice Landing
The Prime Minister of
the Confederacy of Allied
Republics
Viola-Rose
Harewood
Silverthorn
in
conj unction
with
King
Ivannar Stoneforge the First
of the Forged Kingdom and
the three Consuls of the
Forbund
Af
Nisse
have
called for a Grand Inquiry
into the ports of Vice
Landing to investigate the
presence of the Cult of
Rum’at
Abi*
The
Goblin
Kingdom at the behest of
King Ixno Dynda Xipetotec
XXXI
has appealed against
the requirement of a full
Grand Inquiry stating that
Vice landing has not shown
any prior evidence of the
cult in the
past*
The
inspectors
of
the
Grand
Inquiry have agreed to keep
their investigation to j ust
the ports and ships entering
and leaving Vice Landing
but reserved the right to do
a full investigation into
Vice Landing itself* Suffice
it
to
say
the
Goblin
Kingdom is not pleased and
tensions rise between the
sovereign nations as they
continue to look to settle
Antioch*

Manama Pearl Divers
Make Outrageous
Claims
Pearl Divers in Manama
claim
that
Aethereal
creatures are stealing cargo
from pearl diving vessels*
The rumor has spread like
wildfire among sailors in
Manama*
So far Authorities
and
Aethereal
Scientists
claim there is no evidence
of any abnormal Aetheric
activity in the port of
Manama
but
the
superstitious sailors claim
that local authorities are
covering up the truth*

Remsford Gubernatorial
Primaries Are Over
After a much heated
primary
election
season
Remsford has finally put
forth two candidates for
Governor to replace retired
governor
Sarah-Jane
Cuttingham*
Thousands
of
people begin to flock to
Remsford as the political
campaigns
begin to
hire
people for rallies debates
and fundraising events* The
two
candidates
LandonBentley Tennison and AlfredMilton Chestercliffe
are
long
standing
political
rivals
and the
campaign
season looks
to
be
an
impassioned one*

Antioch Shows Evidence
of Native Durish Species,
the Tenggin Dur
Reports have come back
from Stoneforge
and Co*
agents
that
native
Dur
living on Antioch have been
found*
It was previously
believed that Antioch was
populated
by
Orcs
and
animals
but
this
first
contact
with
a
native
peoples
expands
the
possibilities
within
the
continent*
Information is
currently scarce
but what
we do know is that they tend
to live in the swamps and
caves of Antioch and that
they are proficient in the
occult*

